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The purpose of the Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report (STAR) is many
fold. Its primary purpose is to show to the Snu ttl a Program Management
the progress made by the various program element; in achieving the 160
hour ground turnaround goal.
The second purpose is to provide to all shuttle program personnel a
"yard stick whereby they can m pasure their task assessment time against
the program allocation time a.; ;' thereby formulate planning for eventual
compliance with program objectives.
The third purpose is to identify problems early enough such that solutions
can be found in a timely manner and thereby prevent or minimize schedule
delays.
The fourth p+jrpose is to identify problems as turnaround related or
design related so that responsibility can be assigned for resolution.
This effort is monitored and encouraged by the Shuttle Turnaround Analysis
Group (STAG). The STAG meets periodically, generally quarterly, to
evaluate the progress beiny made by the various program elements in
their efforts to achieve the program goals. The STAR reflects the






















The STAR report is published by KSC SP-OPI under the authority of the
Space Shuttle Level II Program Definitions and Requirements, Volume I.
Program Description and Requirements Baseline and Volume IX, Ground
Operations.(paragraph 3.5.2) of JSC 07700.
1.3 SCOPE
The STAR reports on the ground turnaround progress of the entire Space
Transportation System. The system is composed of the orbiter, solid
rocket boosters, external tank and related facilities. The facilities
include:
a. Shuttle Landing Facility
b. Orbiter Processing Facility
c. Vehicle Assembly Building
d. Launch Pad
e. Mobile launch Platform
f. Hypergolic Maintenance Facility
g. SRB Slip at Port Canaveral
h. SRB Dissassembly Facility at Hangar AF
I. SRB Refurbishment and Subassembly Facility in the VAB lowbay
J. Parachute Refurbishment Facility
k.	 SRB Disassembly Facility (Hangar AF)
1.	 Thiokol P1ant,Corine, Utah
The STAR is presented to the Johnson Space Center Shuttle Program Office
and depicts the operational turnaround function's current status. This
report contains the following:
a. Level II Shuttle System operational allocation timelines and
approved changes noted since the previous report. When appro-
priate, recommendations for changes in the timeline allocations
will be submitted.
b. Level II assessment activity, including a delta comparison
between allocation and assessment timeline.
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c.	 Level II timeline allocation functional specification /ground
rules and cnanges approved since the last report. Change
recommendations will be submitted as required.
d., Integrated Shuttle turnaround allocation and assessment time-
lines.
e. Integrated STS turnaround assessments using typical cargo
(Spacelab and Upper Stages).
f. Timeline assessment development history.
1.4 RESPONSIBILITY	 T; „ 17 :, ;-h ^^,' 'TLiLI 
	 ,S I)oO
This report is maintained by the KSC Shuttle Pro j 1diWs EYp^r'ations Planning
anJ Integration Office ( SP-OPI). SP-OPI was assigned this task as a
result of JSC Shuttle Program Office delegating to KSC the Level II
chairmanship for STAG. Comments or questions on the contents of the
STAR should be addressed to E. M. Sestile, SP-OPI.
1.5 REVISION
The Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report (STAR) is updated after each STAG
meeting. This is accomplished via the STAG minutes, which contains the
minutes of the STAG proceedings. Revision control utilizes subsequent
STAR numbering and dating, i.e. STAR 15, 16, 17, etc. The STAR change
pages will include a new title page.
1.6 REFERENCES
a. JSC 01100, Level II Program Definitions and Requirements,
Program Description and Requirements Baseline, Volume I, 160
hour turnaround requirement.
b. JSC 07700, Level II Program Definitions and Requirements,
Program Description and Requirements Baseline, Volume IX,
paragraph 3.5.2, delegates Level II chairmanship to KSC.
C. JSC 08171, Operations and Maintenance Requirements and Specifi-
cations Document (OMRSD), specifies test and checkout require-
ments.
d.	 K-STSM-09, KSC Ground Operations Plan, Operations Processing
Analysis, Volume II, contains the STAR. Level III Groundrules,
Assumptions and Functional Specifications.
e.	 Letter, LG-7-221, dated December 17, 1973, delegates Level II
chairmanship to KSC to conduct STAG meetings and publish the
STAR.
i
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LAUNCH & LANDING PROGPAM TIJRNARO^ND
REQUIREMENTS & IMPLEMENTATION
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2.1 LEVEL I TURNAROUND TIME ALLOCATION'
JSC 07700, Volume I establishes th4t, when the Space Shuttle system
becomes operational, the time required for turnaround shall not exceed
160 working hours covering a span of 14 calendar days. The turnaround
period commences with orbiter landing at the launch site and ends with
vehicle launch. Additional payload verification, parameter update,
payload access and/or servicing requircw- ,-nts which exceed the times Ine
allocation will require unioue I-Outtle operatiurial scheduling and may
extend the Shuttle turnaround time Jbc and 160 hours.
2.1.1	 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM DESIGN COMPATIBILITY WITH TURNAROUND TIMELINEL
The design of each element of the Space shuttle vehicle snall be compat-
ible with the Level II timeline allocations which identify timelines for
shuttle with the payload installed in the OPF and on the launch pad.
Each element project office is responsible for providing KSC with the
latest approval design data. The design shall be of a fully operational
Shuttle system. It shall consist of the latest a pproval design, technical
operations requirements and maintenancE re quirements. Preliminary
assessment timelines are also to be submitte^A. KSC will validate the
timeline assessments and int •igrate the inputs into an integrated turnaround
assessment. The assessment i-, revicwed at the next STAG meeting. KSC
is responsible to bring to the attentii:;n of the pronram office for
resolution those hardware designs that impact achievement of the 160
hour turnaround capability. Supporting hardware activities which could
impact the facility sizing requirements and traffic model schedules are
also presented.
2.1.2	 TURNAROUND CAPA6ILITY DEVELOPMENT
To achieve the 1_60-hour turnaround capability, an approach to ground
operations will be selecied that implements proven techniques and reduces
subsystem-level checkout as pF. r l onna'ice corifldcnce natures. Flight and
ground hardware performance data baseline; wil'i be estabiishcd during
factory acceptance test:, iiaeior ;round teat: , .he Approach ana Landing
Teat Program, and the ini tial	 and launches from KSC during
the Orbital Flight Test Program (f('.L	 '.ti n l p^;trert^l flights).
	 This dat(k
base will be updated on each succeeding turnaround until the operational
requirement of thii 160-hour turnaround is aitainabie. Operations and
maintenance tasks will be eliminated as a result or i-,e reuse of the
vehicle and the resultant confidence gair:.o^ b^- pr(, vious por •formance of
the s;sterns.	 Ultimatel y , the giuun'd operat	 yGa 1 i	 to 1_ft liz-- Lhe
maximum amount of data aria informa''on truin ,r^vi cs s flighty durina the
turnaround, relying on broad "end-to-end" tests and "yo/no-uc" type data
for flight readiness.	 W
2.2 TURNAROUND ASSESSMENT
The operational turnaround assessment is an in-depth technical analysis
of all of the tasks required for operational turnaround and their rela-
tionship to time and sequence from landing to launch. Figures 3 and 4
show a graphic representation of the assessment.
Each element program office is responsible for providing operating
requirements and preliminary assessments of each function to be performed
upon their element during the ground turnaround. This activity includes
all handling, transportation, buildup, refurbishment, test, checkout,
and launch functions associated with each flight. The element project
offices are:
a. Orbiter.(ORB) located at JSC
b. External Tank (ET) located at MSFC
c. Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) located at MSFC
d. Space Shuttle Main Engine (ME) located at MSFC
e. Launch and Landing (L&L) located at KSC
f. Payloads (PAY) located at JSC and KSC
Within each element program office , design engineers, test engineers,
and operations planners examine the detailed aspects of equipment design
and the test and checkout requirements. Ground Operations functional
specifications are then generated and times to perform each function are
assessed. These assessments are collected into timelines (integration
into the overall timeline) and presented to the STAG meetings. As
better data becomes available the timelines are updated periodically and
retransmitted to STAG along with justification for the change.
Assessment timelines are generated for each required task identified in
the 160 hour allocation. These allocations were apportioned ir+ LPVel II
and Level III detail by STAG. The STAG provided ground rules 	 runc-
tional specifications to identify each task represented in the timelines.
It is intended that the test and checkout requirements contained in the
Operations and Maintenance Requirements and Specifications Document
(OMRSD-JSC-08171) will mature with a reduction in requirements during
UDT and E to those contained in the STAR.
The times used for the assessments are those expected when the Shuttle
Program is fully operational. This would occur after a number of flights
have been performed such that the procedures and techniques have been
optimized and the personnel have achieved a maximum level of proficiency.
For the early S'rS flights, such as during the developmental flight
stage, in which additional tasks other than those expected after being
fully operational must be additions to the STAR assessments.
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The assessments contained in this STAR represent the best possible
turnar oi,,i time achievable without incorporating those pwiduct. improve-
ments which will be considered and implemented when the traffic model
dictates a r±quirement for a more rapid turnaround.
2.2.1	 STAR/STAG CHARTER
The Shuttle Program Manager in December 1973, delegated a Level II
chairmanship to KSC to conduct STAG meetings and publish the STAR. The
following table shows the centers and contractors and their areas of
responsibility to the STAG meetings.
CENTER	 CONTRACTOR	 RESPONSIBLE AREA
JSC	 Rockwell	 Orbiter	 or, THE
MSFC	 Rocketdyne	 SSME	 KI PR 	,^,, ,;, Pelt










HQS (MH7/MO6)	 -	 Overview
The STAG membership is composed of indi v iduals from the various centers,
contractors and DOD who are directlx involved with the elements. A list
of these members is shown in Appendix F.
The STAG meets periodically to consider significant changes known or
proposed by members of the STAG who are responsible for evaluating
turnaround processing. Generally, if the timelines changes are less
than 10 hours, the meetings are postponed until the next scheduled
meeting . Conversely, if significant timeline changes develop or if
significant problems are found, meetings will be called inure often.
After each meeting, minutes are published. The minutes contain a record
of the proceedings, a copy of the presentation viewgraphs, allocation
and assessment cha ,,ges and justification, groundrule changes, etc. The
level of detail of the assessment preseotatioos are Level IV or lower.
The Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report (STAP,) is updated following each
meeting. The level of detail in the STAR is III and II. it i, presentud
to the Johnson Space Center Shuttle Program Office and de*)icts the




Timeline Allocation: The ground turnaround apportionment necessary to
achieve the Shuttle Prc ram Goal of turnaround from landing to liftoff
in two weeks (160 hours covering a span of 14 days.
Timeline Assessment: A collection of task time assessments arrangid in
logical work sequence. The task time assessments are generated from
detailed analysis of the hardware design, hardware tort experience, and
operational test and checkout .requirements. The Timeline Assessment is
compared to the Timeline Allocations v a means of determining the short
comings in the hardware and the operations procedures. The assessments
are generally prepared to level IV detail and published in the STAR at a
level III detail.
Standard STAG Turnarounu: STAG flows whicn account fur those tasks
required on 50% or more of the flights. Two baseline turnaround flows
are presented:
A. Payload installed horizontally in the OPF.
B. Payload installed vertically at the launch dad.
	2.2.3	 GROUND TURNAROUND OPERATIONS (FFD)
The typical operations presented in the STAR are represented in the
Functional Flow Uiagrdm (FFD, Figure 2-1). All of the timelines contained
in this report represent a detailed breakdown of the activities represented
in the Functional Flow Diagrams. The Level I1 detail charts represent
the level of detail controlled by the Shuttle Program Manager. The
level III charts represent a further detail breakdown used by STAG
members to provide inputs and assessments from which the Level II charts
are made.
Ttro basic turnaround timelines are presented:
A. Payload installed horizontally in the OPF.
B. Payload installed vertically at the launch pad.
	2.2.4	 STAR GROUND TURNAROUND TIMELINES
	
2.2.4.1	 Level II
The STS assessments are the baseline timelines used as a point of departure
for mission plannin g , user charge studies, traffic modeling, flight kit
planning, resource requirements, facility sensitivity and flight hardware
sensitivity.






Level II Allocation Timeline is the apportionment of the 160
hour total time allocated to each task.
1. Figure 1 Level II Shuttle Assessment - Horizontal




Level II Shuttle Assessment Timelines reflect the STAG member's
evaluation of the time required to perform the tasks based on
current design and operations requirements. Payload related
tasks are assumed to have reached their allocated times in
order to enable visibility of shuttle tasks  attainment of its
goal.
1. Figure 3 Level II Shuttle Assessment - Horizontal




Level II STS Assessment Timelines reflect the STAG member's
evaluation of the time required to perform both shuttle and
payload  related tasks. In order to determine reconfigure
requirements specific cargos werE used for "back-to-back"
missions. In order to minimize the reconfiguration time,it
was assumed that an orbiter was always available for each type
of cargo. Thus major reconfigurations such as PRSD Kits,
airlock relocations, etc. are eliminated. The cargo up and
the cargo down payloads assumed by STAG for each type of
mission are as follows:
1.	 Horizontal Payload (Spacelab)
a. Cargo down - Spacelab 2+2 pallet
b. Cargo up - Spacelab long module plus one pallet
2.	 Vertical Payload (Upper Stages)
a. Cargo down - upper stages SSUS A and a SSUS D
b. Cargo up - upper stages SSUS D and an IUS
These are depicted in Figures 2-2 and 2-3, respectively.
The flight kit reconfiguration timelines for each mission are
depicted in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. The STS assessments then
assist in identifying the STS system drivers required for
product improvement.
1. Figure 3A Level II STS Assessment - Horizontal




Level III STS Assessment Timelines are the STAG member's work-
sheets with a more detailed breakdown of each Level II task-.
These timelines represent the integration of project element
.	 .
4 ^
inputs. They provide the basis of detailed discussions at
each STAG meeting. The Level III assessment timelines contained
in the STAR are;
a. Figures 5-1 and 5-2, Level III STS Assessment - Spaceiab
b. Figure 6-1 and 6-2, Level III STS Assessment - Upper
Stages
c. Figure 7, Level III ET/SRB Processing in the VAB
d. Fl-ure 8, Level III SRB Turnaround
e. Figure 9, Level III SRB Components Refurbishment and
Subassembly Processing
f. Figure 10, Level III Launch Pad Refurbishment
g. Figure 11, Level III MLP Refurbishment
	2.2.5	 PERIODIC SIGNIFICANT SCHEDULED TASKS
Level II timeline ground rules do not reflect flows for tasks which
occur on less than 50 percent of the turnarounds. The Level II and
Level III Assessment Timelines now include a " " designation after
certain items. These tasks may be impacted by periodic significant
scheduled tasks (PSST). These timeline impacts are not reflected in the
overall assessment flows; however, they must be considered as impacts in
the mission planning and scheduling exercises. The STAR will continue
to document the summary timeline information on these items. These
items are shown in Appendix C.
	
2.2.6	 SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM AREAS
Appendix D lists the major problems that . confront the
operational turnaround. The Project Office that is primarily responsible
for the task is also listed; however, this does not mean that the item
would only be worked by that office. Assessments/actions may be assigned
to other groups for impacts. The dates when the problems were first
discussed are also given. Following the list, the tasks are discussed
individually as to their latest status.
	
2.2.7	 ACTION ITEM SUMMARY
Appendix E lists actions assigned and current status as discussed in the
last STAG meeting. These items generally include all significant problem





Flight kits are those items required to interface a specific payload to
!	 Orbiter. These consist of electrical harnesses (SMCH), bridges, keels
and plumbing kits as required by payload needs. The reconfiguration of
flight kits takes place in the OPF for both vertical and horizontal
payloads. These kits are standardized to interface with multiple
payloads. The installation and removal times are listed in KSC STS
Ground Operations Plan, Volume III "STS Flight Kits Plan". Typical kit
installation flows for horizontal and vertical installation are shown in
Figures 2-4 and 2-5 respectively.
2.2.9	 FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT MANIFEST (FAM) TURNAROUND ASSESSMENT
Ground Rules: (1) STAR 17 utilized as baseline; (2) Each specific
flight turnaround is modified by cargo requirements, flight kits, mission
duration, periodic orbiter tasks, and 48 hour Pad contingency.
Probable Considerations (not included): (1) No landing other than KSC;
(2) no major Orbiter modifications; (3) no unscheduled Orbiter maintenance
tasks that cannot be accomplished in parallel during normal OPF processing
time; (4) no access through the payload bay doors at the Pad for horizon-
tally installed payloads; (5) no rollback to the VAB or de-stacking for
contingency access; and (6) no payload changeout.
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SECTION III
STAR 017 Analysis
3.1 SPECIAL STAG/STAR ANNOUNCEMENT
Since relatively few changes have occurred to assessments of the Shuttle
element timelines in the last STAG meeting, the present plan is to
postpone the next STAG meeting until after the First Manned Orbital
Flight. At that time a complete review of the operational STS timeline
assessments will be made.
Timeline reduction reviews and assessments of the cargo bay activities
r	
will continue with the Flight Kit Working Group and the STS Flight
Assignment Manifest Working Group. If information becomes available
which would cause a significant change (approximately 10 hours) in the
STAR standard flow timelines, a STAG meeting wi l l be scheduled earlier.
All project offices and their respective contractors are requested to
continue to submit a quarterly report of their turnaround activity to
the STAG Chairman to assure that the STAR report is maintained current.
The STAR 017 Report has been reform ated to make it a stand-alone document
for ease of understanding by all users.
3.2 INFORMATION SOURCES FOR STAR 017
This document comprises the output of the Shuttle Turnaround Analysis
Group (STAG) meeting held on February 1-2. 1979, and integration of the
following STAR 017 draft inputs.
a. Spacelab and Tunnel Timeline reevaluation submitted by G.
Powers, VT-VPD.
b. AVO dated 11-21 -78 to G. Powers, VT-VPD-2 from H. Lamberth,
VE-FSD subject: Hazardous Servicing During Countdown.
c. Flight Kit Timeline reevaluation submitted by Rockwell, LO
from the Flight Kit Working Group.
d. Pad Refurbishment/Turnaround submitted 1-19-79 by J. J. Talone,
VT- 94 D-1.
e. MLP Minimum Turnaround Study and Timeline submitted 1-22-79 by
G. W. Warren, VT-SMD-1.
3.3 SIGNIFICANT CHANGES FROM STAR 016 TO STAR 017
The turnaround assessments generally decreased from STAR 016 to STAR
017, as pan be seen from the assessment history charts, figures 12
through 14. The most recently assessed turnaround time is reduced by
26.0 hours to a total of 274.5 hours for a horizontally installed payload
(Spacelab see Figure 12). The vertically installed payload turnaround
time was decreased 2 hours to s 233 hour total. The bulk of the time
change occurs in the OPF flow (Figure 13). Figure 14 shows the history
of the VAB and the Pad flows. The details of the changes are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
a. Allocation changes (Figure 1 & 2) - No change.
b. Shuttle Assessment (Figures 3 8 4) - Net delta increase - 1
hour. It was due to the increase in the hypergolic servicing
time at the pad. The increase resulted frowthe procedure
changes required to overcame the problems which were discover;:.-d
during the CMS/RCS hypergolic servicing tests performed at tha
White Sands test facility. These problems are discussed in
paragraph G of STAG 017 Minutes. The presentation pointed out
that the servicing time could be reduced 2.5 hours by simulta-
neously servicing hypergolic oxidizer and , fuel through the APS
service panel.	 It was decided
that STAR 017 should assume that the Safety requirement of
"demonstrated capability" for simultaneous flow would have
been met during the development phase of the program. Thus
the net time increase is 1 hour as shown.
co	 STS Assessment Spacelab (Horizontal) (Figure 3A) - Net delta
decrease - 26 hours. Changes occurred to two areas of this
timeline, the OPF and the Pad. Two changes were made to the
OPF flow, resulting in a net reduction of 19 hours. The first
change wos made to the flight kit area. Reassessment and
rearrangement of the flight kit timeline by Rockwell for the
Flight Kit Working Group reduced the timeline by 26 hours.
Most of this effort resulted from putting several of the tasks
in parallel. The second change to the OPF flow was an increase
of 7 hours to the tunnel installation. This change was a
result of a reassessment by NASA VT-VPD.
d. Two changes were also made to the Pad flow. The first change
was in the hypergolic servicing previously discussed under the
Shuttle Assessment. The second change we  a reduction of 8
hours to the flow by eliminating the Refill operations of the
GSE Dewers for filling the 5th PRSD Tank Set. The Beach
Thermal analysis indicates that there is sufficient margin to
fill 5 PRSD tank sets with one load. See Appendix G of STAG
Minutes 017. Thus the net PAD time reduction is 7 hours.
e. STS Assessment Upperstages (Vertical) (Figure 4A) - Net delta
decrease - 2 hours. Two changes occurred to this flow which
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account for the decrease. The Flight Kit tasks were reorganized
reducing that pertion of the flow by 3 hours. The hype of is
servicing (previously discussed under Shuttle Assessment was
increased by 1 hour resulting in the total net decrease of two
hours.
f. The Launch Pad Refurbishment and Checkout timeline on Figure
10 was reduced from 72.5 hours to 48 hours as a result of the
reassessment performed by NASA iT-5MD. See paragraph 6 of
STAG 017 Minutes.
g. Due to the reevaluation conducted by Rockwell LO, the Flight
Kit Removal and Installation times Periodic Significant Scheduled
Task (PSST) numbers 0-5 through 0-8 were revised. They are
discussed as follows:
h. PSST 00-5, Flight Kit Removal (PL in OPF) now consists of two
items: "Remove Retention Kit", 6 hours, and "Deservice Freon
Line, Disconnect and Remove", 12 hours. These items total 20
hours versus 35.5 hours for STAR 016. These items are in
parallel with the Flight Kit Installation tasks.
I. PSST 00-6 0
 Flight Kit Removal (PL at PAD) consists of "Remove
Retention Kits", 20 hours and "Deservice Freon Line Disconnect
and Remove", 12 hours, for a total of 32.0 hours. This is a
reduction of 6 hours from STAR 016.
J. PSST 00-7, Flight Kit Installation (PL in the OPF) consists of
two items: "Install Retention Kit", 25 hours and "Install
H20/GN2/G02 lines and service H2O, 30 hours, totalling 55
hours compared to 50.5 hours in STAR 016.
k.	 PSST 00-8 0 Flight Kit Installation (PL at the PAD) consists of
"lo ptall Retention Kits", 17.0 hours. This is an increase of
0.5 hours from STAR 016.
1.	 PSST #P-3 was revised by the deletion of the 5th PRSD tank
f rar. those requiring the GS E Dever reload. Based on Beech
Aircraft thermal analysis, one deter load will fill 5 PRSD
tank sets with adequate reserve. See paragraph F and Appendix
G of STAG 017 Minutes.
m.	 Two changes were made to tho Significant problem areas. They
are Hypergolic Servicing and Spacelab Removal and Installation.
(1) Hypergolic Servicing total servicing time is shown as
11.0 hours. This time assumes serial servicing of the
hypergolic fuel and oxidizer through the APS service
panel. As discussed in the "Summary Discussions" on
previous pages, a decision was made at the meeting to
assume parallel servicing. THus STAR 017 shows a total
servicing time of 8.5 hours.
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3.4 LEVEL II TIMELINE ALLOCATIONS, APPROVED ALLOCATIONS CHANGES AND
LEVEL II ASSESSMENTS
a.	 Current Allocations are as indicated below.
(1) Figure 1 depicts the current Level II Shuttle system
operational timeline allocation breakdown for payload
installation in the OPF.
(2) Figure 2 depicts the current Level II Shuttle system
operational timeline allocation breakdown for payload
installation on the launch pad.
b.	 Approval Allocation Changes are listed below and reflect the
current Level II allocations timelines that have been approved
since the last report.
(1) For Payload Installation in the OPF, add the retrieval,
disassembly, and refurbishment of SRM/SRB components as
follows:
(a) Add "ET VAB Transfer Aisle Ops."
(b) Add "SRM Components Refurb (RSF)."
(c) Add "SRM Flight Set (8) From Vendor."
(d) Add "Spent Cases to Vendor b Refurb for Flight."
(e) Add "SRB Disassembly (Hangar AR)."
(f) Add "Parachute Refurb (AF)."
(g) Add "SRB Retrieval."
(h) Add "Previous Launch."
(2) For Payload Installation at the Launch Pad the changes are
the same as the changes that have been identified for the
Payload Installation in the OPF.
(3) There are no Recommended Allocation Changes to be considered
for the next STAR.
c.	 Level II Shuttle Assessments
(1) Overview
The probability of achieving the allocation turnaround
time of 160 hours is low unless the maintainability
features, which are required to be designed into the
vehicle, associated SE, and facilities, are improved to
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eliminate the deltas between the assessment times and
allocation times.
The probability of achieving the present assessment
turnaround time is also low unless the design and maintain-
ability are improved to reduce the time required to
perform the PSST.
The scheduling of maintenance PSST items must be carefully
controlled to minimize their impact to specific turnaround
operations.
{	 Mission management must be exercised to minimize the
flight kit PSST impacts to the turnaround.
4	 (2) Level II Ground Rule
A star has been added to some of the assessment tasks,
indicating the time shown is based on the Level II
ground rule of not reflecting timelines for tasks which
occur on less than 50 percent of the turnarounds. The
star represents a probable impact when the turnaround
timelines are applied to a particular mission. Timelines
r	 for periodic significant scheduled tasks (PSST) are added
as Appendix C to the STAR for those tasks scheduled to
occur less than 50 percent of the time.
(3) Level II Shuttle System Operational Ground Turnaround
Timeline Assessment Breakdown
Figures 3 and 4 depict the current Level II Shuttle
System Operational Ground Turnaround Timeline assessment
breakdown. The allocated times are being used for payload-
related activities. These figures are for Shuttle vehicle
assessment rather than for STS assessment.
(4) Level II STS Allocation/Assessment Deltas with Project
Office Responsibility for Follow-Up
The following is a list of the current differences between
the Level II turnaround time allocation (figures 1 and 2)
and the Level II STS timeline assessment (figures 3A and
4A). This listing denotes areas in which the current
assessments, based on presently documented design concepts
and known requirements or constraints, differ from the
allocated times for those functions. The list also
indicates the Shuttle Project Offices (SP) responsible
for the tasks. Those tasks which are controlled by Level
III and referred to on the Level II figures are indicated
with their times in (). A further breakdown of Level III





ET - External Tank
SRB - Solid Rocket Booster
S94E - Space Shuttle Main Engines
L&L - Launch and Landing
PAY - Payloads
Table 3-2.	 Level	 II Allocation-Assessment Deltas
Function Alloc. Assmt. Delta SPO
Landing Area 0.0 1.0 0.0
Orbiter Processing Facility (Payload)
Installation at OPF (Spacelab (SL)) 96.0 186.0 90.0
Orbiter Processing Facility (Payload
Installation at Pad (Upper Sta es (US)) 87.5 123.5 36.0
Safing and Deservicing (ref.) (10.0) 27.0* 17.0 LAL/ORB
S94E Scheduled Maintenance 24.0 54.0 30.0
Orbiter Scheduled Maintenance 24.0 26.0* 2.0 L&L/ORB
TPS Refurbishment (ref.) (40.0) 109.50 69.5 ORB
Unscheduled Maintenance ( ref.) (40.0) 40.0 0.0
Systems Reverification, As (10.0) 10.0 0.0
Required (ref.) Serial Serial
Install SE & Open PLB Doors (ref.) (5.5) 13.5 8.0 L&L
Remove EVA Handrails (SL) - 1.0 1.0
Remove EVA Handrails (US) - 2.0 2.0
Remove Spacelab (2+2 Pallet) 	 (SL) 3.0 20.5 17.5 L&L/PAY
SSUS Cradle and Pallet Removal (US) 3.0 5.0 2.0 L&L/PAY
Gain Payload Bay Access (4.5) 6.0 1.5 ORB
Flight Kit Removal A Installation (SL) 24.0 51.0 27.0 L&L/ORB/PAY
Flight Kit Removal & Installation (US) 24.0 46.0 22.0 L&L/ORB/PAY
Prepare Payload Bay (ref.) (9.0) 12.0 3.0 ORB
Spacelab Installation & Verification 6.0 21.0 15.0 L&L/ORB/PAY
SL Internal Closeout 4.0 11.0 7.0 L&L/ORB/PAY
Tunnell	 Installation Operations (SL) - 17.5 17.5 L&L/ORB/PAY
P/L Final	 Inspection and Close Doors (SL) 4.5 12.5 8.0 L&L/ORB/PAY
Orbiter Integrated Test Prep 5.0 5.0 0.0
Orbiter Integrated Test ( ref.) 	 (SL) (12.0) 16.0 4.0 ORB
Orbiter Integrated Test (US) (12.0) 12.0 0.0 ORB
Orbiter Prep for Stacking (ref.)	 (SL) (9.5) 16.0 6.5 L&L/ORB
Orbiter Prep for Stacking ( ref.) (US) 9.5 14.5 5.0 L&L /ORB
MLP Refurbishment and Checkout 100.0 71.0 -29.0
SRB Retrieval (35.0) 35.0 0






Function Alloc. Assmt. Uelta SPO
SRB Disassembly (Hangar AF) 128.0 128.0 ^-
-	
i
SRB Components Refurbish (RSF) (140.0) 140.0 0
SRM Spent Cases to Vendor and Refurbish
for flight (12 wks.) 12 wks. 0
AFT Booster Buildup & SRM Offload 100.0 100.0 0.0
SRM Stacking and Alignment 65.0 72.0 0.0
ET Checkout Operations 52.0 92.0 40.0
ET Matte to SRB and Verification
of Interfaces 10.0 10.0 0.0
Vertical Asse.nbly Building 39.0 52.0 13.0
Orbiter Premate Operations (Xfer Aisle) 5.0 8.5 3.5 ORB/L&L
Orbiter Mate & Interface Verification 15.0 22.5 7.5 ORB/ET
ET TPS Closeout - 22.5 22.5 ET
Shuttle Integrated Operations 19.0 21.0 2.0 L&L
Launch Pad Refurbishment and Checkout 80.0 48.0 -32.0 L&L
Launch Pad Operations (SL) 24.0 35.5 11.5
Launch Pad Operations (US) 32.5 56.5 24.0
Payload Installation in RSS (US) 13.0 24.0 11.0
Fuel Cell Dewar Load (ref.) (6.5) 6.5 0.0
Transfer to Pad (ref.) (7.0) 7.0 0.0 L&L
Mate MLP & Vehicle to Pad (ref.) (6.5) 8.0 1.5 L&L
Extend RSS (ref.) (0.5) 1.0 0.5 L&L
Power On
Shuttle Launch Readiness Verif.	 (ref.) (3.0) 6.0 (3.0)
PLB Door Open (US) 3.0 6.5 3.5
Install PA (US) 2.5 8.5 6.0
US Orb I/F Verif. & Closeout (US) 4.5 9.5 5.0
PLB Door Close (US) 3.0 4.0 1.0
Cabin Closeout (ref.) (1.5) 2.0 0.5
Clear Pad (ref.) (1.5) 2.0 0.5
Hazardous Servicing (ref.) (6.0) (8.5) 2.5 L&L
Open Pad (0.5) 0.5 0.0
Service Disconnects (0.5) 0.5 0.0 L&L/ORB
Veh. GSE Secure (0.5) 1.5 1.0
Retract RSS & Clear Pad (0.5) 2.5 2.0
Main Propellant Loading 1.25 3.0 1.75 L&L
Launch from Standby Status 2.0 4.0 2.0 L&L/ORB
Total Allocation/Assessment Delta:
114.5 hours (for SL installation in the OPF)
73.0 hours (for US installation at the Pad)
*	 Indicates a probable impact by PSST.
@	 TPS Refurb requires 3 shift/24 hrs. a day
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3.5 APPROVED LEVEL II FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES I
A.	 Appendix B presents a Level II listing of significant activities
which occur within the ground turnaround operations. Listed
below are the changes, reflected in the current functional
specifications, that have been approved since the last report.
1. B-2.4	 Turnaround torque test and heat exchanger leak
test.
Justification: SSME Operational Turnaround
Time Analysis Report, Which now requires that
these two tests be done every turnaround.
2. B-3	 Change the entire section of B-3 as follows to
add the ET and SRB timeline functions to STAR.
Justification: The proposed changes are necessary
in order to perform a complete SSV operational
turnaround analysis and report to the Shuttle
Program Manager the results and subsequent
issues and problems. Resource planning, facility
utilization, and flight hardware availability
will also be determined from the information.
3. B-3	 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING. These functions
start with transferring and stacking SRB assem-
blies and end with the Shuttle vehicle on the
MLP prepared for rollout to the pad. These
functions will include but not be limited to
the following:
a. Aft booster buildup and SRM offload.
b. SRB stacking and alignment.
co	 ET transfer aisle operations.
d. ET checkout cell operations.
e. ET mate to SRB and verify interfaces.
f. Tow the orbiter from the OPF to the VAB.
g. Orbiter premate operations.
h. Erect the orbiter and mate to the ET.




^.	 Shuttle ordnance installation and electrical
connection.
f
k.	 Preparations for roll out.	 p
NOTE:	 The 39-hour allocation for this
function applies only to have
items d through i . Separate
allocations have been established




Aft Booster Buildup and SRM Offload. This
function starts with the arrival of the aft
skirts from the RSF and concludes with the
loading of two spent segment cases. These
functions will include but not be limited to
the following:
a. Install left and right aft skirt in stand.
b. Mate aft segments to aft skirts.
Co	 Install aft assy stiffener rings and ETA
rings.
d. Install nozzle extensions. f
e. Install booster instrumentation cables.
f. Perform instrumentation cable continuity
checks.
g. Install cable tray covers.
h. Install ETA struts.
i. Install heat shields.
J.	 Prep for stacking.
k.	 Offload solid fuel segments.
1.	 Ship spent segment cases.
	
5.	 B-3.2	 SRB Stackin q and Ready for ET Mate. This
function begins with transferring the first SRB
subassembly from the buildup area to the integra-
tion cell and attaching it to the MLP and ends
with the SRB assemblies ready for SRB/ET mate.
These functions wi l l include but wi 1 l not be
limited to the following:
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a. Transferring the SRB subassemblies from
the buildup area (High Bay 4) and refurbish-
ment subassembly facility (West Low Bay)
and stacking each assembly to form a
complete SRB.
b. Alignment checks, including any required
adjustments.
c. Installation and preparation of ET mating
interfaces on the SRB.
d. SRB intra-element interface verification.
e. Servicing of any SRB'subsystems as required
to support the Shuttle interface test to
be performed after mating of the ET and
the orbiter.
	
6.	 B-3.3	 ET Transfer Aisle Operations. This function
begins with the arrival of the ET at KSC and
ends with lifting the ET to the ET checkout
cell. These functions include but are not
limited to:
a. ET offload preparations.
b. Move ET to transfer aisle.
c. Install lifting slings.
d. Disconnect ET from the transporter.
e. Rotate ET to vertical.
f. Lift and position ET above the checkout
cell.
	
1.	 B-3.4	 ET Checkout Cell Operations. This function
starts with ET insertion Into the ET checkout
cell and ends with transfer of the ET into the
integration cell for mate with the SRB. This
function will include but not be limited to the
following:
a. ET mate to ET checkout cell.
b. Installation of ship loose items.




e. Pressurization of LOX, LH 2 2tanks.
f. Purge/Leak checks.
g. TPS installation.
h. Install RSS ordnance.
I. Install cable tray covers and fairings.
J. Prep for transfer to integration cell.
	
6.	 B-3.6	 ET Mate to SRB Verification of Interface.
sunct on begins t the crane	 t of the
ET from its storage facility in the bay opposite
the Shuttle integration cell and ends %hen the
ET is mated to the SRB and is ready for the
orbiter to be mated. This function will include
but will not be limited to the following:
a. Crane-lift of the ET frun the checkout
facility into the Shuttle integration
cell.
b. Mechanical mating of the ET/SRB separation
interfaces. This will include installation
of ordnance devices (if any) WH ch are
Integral to the mating process.
c. Connecting and verifying ET-to-SRB and ET-
to-VAB interfaces.
d. Removing and positioning VAB integration
cell access platforms as required to allow
crane-lifting the orbiter into its mating
position.
	
9.	 B-3.6	 Orbiter Premate Operations. This function
begins with towing the orbiter from the OPF to
the VAB 4nd ends Mhen the orbiter is ready to
be lifted from the transfer aisle into the
integration cell. This function will include
but not be limited to the following:
a. Towing the orbiter from the OPF to the
VAB.
b. Connecting SE lifting slings.
co	 Retracting the orbiter landing gear.
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d. Rotating the orbiter to vertical.
e. Removing SE aft lifting sling.
10.	 B-3.7	 Orbiter Mate to ET. This function begins with
lifting  t e or ter from the transfer aisle
into the integration cell. It ends at the
point where the Shuttle vehicle is ready for
electrical power application. This function
includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Lifting the orbiter into the integration
cell.
b. Mechanical mating the orbiter to the ET.
c. Removing the orbiter-handling SE.
d. Connecting the orbiter-to-ET and orbiter-
to-MLP umbilical interfaces.
e. Verifying interfaces connected under item
d above to the extent practical without
the application of electrical power.
11	 B-3.8	 Shuttle Inte rated Operation. This function
begins with Interface Test preparations and
ends with the SSV/MLP ready for rollout. The
function includes but is not limited to the
following:
a. Shuttle Interface Test.
b. Installing and connecting all remaining
Shuttle ordnance.
c. Preparations for rollout.
d. Making Shuttle ordnance connections.
12. B-4	 LAUNCH PAD. This function starts when the
Shuttle 7ehicle is ready for rollout from the
VAB and ends with launch. This function does
not include opening the orbiter payload bay
doors but does include but is not limited to
the following:
a. Rollout to the pad.
b. Connect and verify pad interfaces.








i. Retracting the RSS.
J.	 Main propellant loading.
k.	 Launch from standby.
B.	 SRB/SRM REUSE TURNAROUND (Retrieval, Disassembly, Refurbishment)
Justification: The proposed changes are necessary in order to
perform a complete SSV operational turnaround analysis and
report to the Shuttle Program Manager the results and subsequent
issues and problems. Resource planning, facility utilization, and
flight hardware availability will also be derived from the
information.
1.	 88-1	 SRB and Parachute Retrieval Operations. This
function starts w t the alert of the recovery
vessel at T-18.5 hours and ends with the arrival
of the recovery vessel at the SRB slip in port.
It includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Alert recovery vessel at T-18.5 hours.
b. Sail the recovery vessel to the SRM recovery
area.
c. Locate the SRB and flight accessories.
d. Reduce the water level in the SRB's.
e. Retrieve the main parachutes, frustrum,
and drogue parachutes.
f. Tow the SRB's to the SRB slip in port.
2.	 BB2	 Parachute Refurbishment Operations. This
function begins with removing the parachutes
from the recovery vessel and ends with placing
them in storage in preparation for a future




a. Remove the parachutes from the recovery
vessel.
b. Uncoil and defoul the parachutes.
c. Wash and dry the parachutes.
d. Repair and repack the parachutes.
e. Cluster the three main parachutes onto the
spider.
f. Transfer the clustered chutes to storage.
3.	 BB-3	 SRB/SRM Disassembly. This function begins with
lifting theSRB's into the slip and ends with
loading the spent SRM casings onto rail cars
for shipment back to the plant. This function
includes but is not limited to:
a. Hoist the SRB's into the slip (one at a
time).
b. Safe SRB's.
c. SRB initial wash operations.
d. Move SRB's to hangar AF and disassemble.
e. Remove frustrums from recovery vehicle and
transfer to wash facility.
f. Wash frustrum (Hydrolase TPS).
g. Disassemble frustrum.
h. Wash and dry frustrum.
i. Transport frustrum to the Refurbishment
Subassembly Building (RSB).
j. Transport forward skirt and aft skirt to
hydrolaser.
k. Hydrolase forwa-rd and aft skirts.
1.	 Transport forward and aft skirts to the 	 j
RSB.








n.	 Load the spent SRB cases onto rail cars
for shipment back to Thiokol.
SRB Components Refurbishment _RSF	 This
luncti'on 5egins with performance of the critical
dimension checks and ends with the aft skirt
hotfire operations. These functions include
but are not limited to:
a. Perform critical dimension checks.
b. Post-flight assembly checkout.
c. Paint and insulate.
d. Replace failed components.
e. Inspect electrical cables.
f. Install parachutes.
g. Mate and checkout nose cap, frustrum, and
forward skirt.
h. Aft skirt hotfire operations.
i. Transfer forward skirt and aft skirt to
the PSF.
Refurbish SRM Spent Cases for Flight. This
?unction begins with shipping  t e spent SRB
cases to railroad center at Corine, Utah and
ends with ship refurbished cases to KSC. This
function includes but is not limited to:
a. Ship by rail the spent SRM cases to the
rail center at Corine, Utah.
b. Transport from the rail center in Corine
to the Thiokol plant.
c. Grit blast insulation from cases and
inspect.
d. Clean, paint, insulate and line the cases.
e. Case propellant and cure.
f. Cleanup and final assembly.
g. Store as needed for factory surge.
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.h. Transport cases to rail center at Corine,
Utah.
i. Ship refurbished cases to KSC.
C.	 There are no recommended Level II Allocation Functional
Specification changes for the next STAR.
3.6 APPROVED LEVEL II ALLOCATIONS GROUND RULE CHANGES
None this report.
3.7 RECOMMENDED LEVEL II ALLOCATIONS GROUND RULE CHANGES
None this report.
3.8 Level III Timeline Allocations and Assessments
This section portrays timeline allocations and assessments at the next
level of detail refered to as Level III. See discussions under "Timeline
Allocations" paragraph 2.2,40. Generally the allocations start at a
general level (i.e. Level I) which has the least amount of detail. It
is then subdivided into more detailed levels as a means of providing
visibility and control at the working and planning level. The assessments
on the other hand are started at the working level, generally Level IV,
and are consolidated to succeeding higher levels (less detail) up to
Level 1. The lowest level of detail shown in the STAR is Level III.
This is the lowest level of detail commensurate with optimum visibility,
planning, and control. Thus the allocations at this level are derived
from Level II detail while the assessments are derived from Level IV.
Whenever Level IV assessment timelines are presented to the STAG meetings,
they are included in the minutes to that meeting. Thus Level IV assess-
ments are distributed only once via the STAG minutes.
a. A summary of the changes to the Level III allocations and
assessments from STAR 016 to 017 are presented in Table 3-3.
b. Level III Allocation and Assessment Uelta
Figures 5-1 and 5-2 indicate the Level III activities reflected
in Figures 3 and 3A; Figures 6-1 and 6-2 indicate the Level
III activities reflected in Figures 4 and 4A. Figure 7 is the
Level III breakdown of ET/SRB processing in the VAB.
Listed below in Table 3-4 are the Level III activities and the
difference in time between the allocation for each task and
the present assessment. Included in the listing are changes
reflected in the current Level II assessment timeline that





increase or decrease the dwell time at a facility are considered
to have a serial impact on the schedule. Any other increase
or decrease is considered to be a parallel effort.
(X.XS) - Serial time increase or decrease
P -Parallel effort
The listing denotes the Project Offices responsible -'jr tracking
and reporting the progress and problems of the tasks in which the
assessments are greater than the allocated times. The Project
Office is also responsible for the hardware maturity status.
C. Assessment History
Figures 12, 13 and 14 report the turnaround assessment figures
for previous STAR's foi the Shuttle System, the .1'/OPF, and
SVAC/pad. -









Reclassified as Flight Crew
Equipment
Manned Maneuvering Unit
	 Reclassified as Flight
(MMU) Storage Provisions Kit
	
Crew Equipment
E. Changes to PSST from Last STAR
The following changes were made to the Periodic Significant
Scheduled Tasks (PSST).
PSST Timelines Description, PSST Present	 Change in PSST
Number Description, and Remarks Assessment	 Assessment Wa:-/Is
0-5 Flight Kit Removal	 (PL in OPF) 20	 -
0-6 Flight Kit Removal	 (PL at Pad) 32.0	 -
0-7 Flight Kit Installation (PL in OPF) 55.0	 -
0-8 Flight Kit Installation (PL at Pad) 17.0	 -
P-3 Reload Dewars and Service PRSD Tanks 0	 8.0
reassessed to be required for PRSD
tank sets 6,	 7 and 8.	 The original
dewer load will	 fill tank sets
1 thru 5.
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F. Significant Problem Areas Changes from STAR 016 to STAR 017
The following is a list of changes to the Significant Problem
i
Areas since STAR 016.
o	 HyDergolic Servicing - Servicing time increases to 11.0
ours.
The increase from 7.5 hours since the last assessment re s
due to the following changes:
The vacuum fill requirement for the RCS Manifold
was added
The RCS Fill rate vas reduced
The pressure differentials for RCS drain/blowdown
was increased
The hypergolic servicing timeline assessment vas prepared
considering the following groundrules:
Load the OMS tanks in the opposite Pod from the
fill port first to sweep out the crossfeed
line.
No simultaneous liquid N204 and MMH flows thru
the APS service panel.
Fill the APS oxidizer and the FRCS fuel in
parallel then fill the APS fuel and FRCS oxidizer
in parallel. No additional time is added to
the timeline because the APS servicing is the
pacing item. However, it does simplify operations
by eliminating dual flow demands from the GSE
loop.
NOTE:	 If the second ground rule is changed to permit
parallel servicing, 2k hou'rs could be saved
reducing the timeline to 8h , hours. This vould
require safety approval.
0	 52!celab Removal_ and Installation - Installation time
increased by 7 hours to 63.5 R—urs.
The installation time of Spacelab and tunnel was reassessed.
Although some of the individual tasks were reduced in
time, many of them were changed from parallel tasks to
serial tasks. The overall effect was an increase in
time.
G. Action Item Summary
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LEVEL II TIMELINE ALLOCATION
GROUND RULES





LEVEL II TIMELINE ALLOCATION GROUND RULES
The following is a listing of ground rules associated with the Level II
timeline allocations that qualify the major tasks that occur within the
landing area, OPF, VAB, and the launch pad.
GENERAL
1. Turnaround is success-oriented. Except for the i-lschedulec mai.^rrn:;
period specified for the orbiter during the OPF flow, there is no _ietE
allocated for contingencies.
2. Operations at all work stations except the launch pad are perst ora:cd :_n
a nominal two-shift, five-day-week basis.
3. All elements, including payload, are ready and checked out prior to
interfacing with another element.
4. SSME checkout and functional payload and orbiter interface verification,
which can be best performed during integrated checkout, will not be
accomplished during the SSME maintenance timeframe nor while the payload
is being installed.
5. Timelines for payload-related functions are generalized allocations
applicable to all payloads.
6. No time has been allocated for Shuttle system mission "plus time"
simulations.
7. No time has been allocated for a crev compartment compatibility fit
and functional check between cabin and carry-on items during the operaticnal
ground turnaround.
8. No time is included in any of the turnaround functions for taking
closeout photos.
4. Timelines are being developed for periodic significant scheduled tasks
(PSST) which occur less than 50 percent of the time. The items thaw
will be affected by those tasks are identified with a " k " on the
assessment timelines.
10. Flight kits (which include kits that interface directly with the pay-
load and kits required to extend the capabilities of the orbiter to
support the mission) will be available :or installation at the beginning
of the flight kit installation time, except that the PSS and MSS
equipment will be available in time to prevent impact to the flow.
-40
A-2
11. The cleanliness levels, ds specified in Volume K, JSC-07700, of the
payload and payload bay will be maintainAd.
12. The orbiter maintenance recorder will be dumped to the ground via the
telemetry link incrementally during the mission, prior to the start
of reentry. Such data will be relayed to KSC in near real time to
optimize planning and scheduling of maintenance activities.
13. Software and ground communication network testing will not be per jn:^'L!
as a function of Shuttle vehicle testing.
LANDING
14. Flight crew will be egressed and ground crew ingressed while the
orbiter is on the landing strip.
15. Ground crew/convoy communications will be established while the
orbiter is in the landing area.
OPF
16. Payload removal and SSME and orbiter maintenance tasks will begin in
the OPF after safing operations have been
 completed.
11. All payload and orbiter live ordnance is .removed and/or safed in the
OPF during safing operations.
VAB
18. Electrical power will not be applied to the orbiter during its tow to
the VAB, it3 premate hoisting (except for raising the landing gear),
or to the SSV during ordnance connection or rollout operations. However,
conditioned air must be supplied to the orbiter for purge of the payload
bay during ordnance connection and rollout operations.
19. Shuttle system mating operations do not require optical alignment.
20. Final verification of element interfaces is accomplished in the mate
station and will be performed through the orbiter and 11LP interfaces.
21. All Shuttle system ordnance is installed, electrically connected, and
mechanically/electrically safed prior to rollout from the VAB. (This
does not preclude ordnance installation and connection prior to arrivin
at the mate station, as appropriate.)
PAD
22. The time required to roll the Shuttle vehicle from the VAB to the
launch pad is included in the 24-hour Notification to Launch.




LEVEL III ASSESSMENT GROUND RULES
The following is a listing of ground rules associated with the construction
of the Level III assessment timelines (figures 5-1, 5-2, 6-1, and 6-2).
These ground rules are categorized into General, Safety, Landing, OPF, VAB,
and Pad groups.
GENERAL
1. TPS refurbishment involves three shifts/24 hours a day operations.
2. Orbiter tow speeds are 5 mph maxi_--,. Tow speeds for transport of
the hypergolic modules is 15 mph maximum.
3. No acrial time is included in the timeline for quality assurance
inspection.
4. The MPS engines must not be allowed to drift such that the thrust
chambers contact either each other or any other hardware which could
cause thrust chamber damage. To maintain proper engine clearances,
the following methods will be utilized:
a. Landing through Orbiter Safitut - Lockup of hydraulic actuators
plus insertion of external protective pads as required if engine
contact is imminent.
b. CPF Maintenance and Checkout - Periodic engine nulling (mechani-
cally or hydraulically) and/or use of gimbal locks.
C. Orbiter Premate through Start of CD - Null engines hydraulically
and lockup during premate operations in transfer aisle. Repeat
null and lockup whenever hydraulics are subsequently available.
5. Hardware required to support the job and technicians requirements used
in preparation of the allocation and assessment timelines will be
sufficient to support without access impact.
6. ET intertank area will be purged during main propellant loading only.
7.	 With the orbiter in the horizontal position, GSE will be required to
support opening or closing of the main ingress/egress hatch. GSE
will not be required with the orbiter in the vertical position.
8. The functions and timespans shown on the allocation and assessment
timelines reflect only direct hands-on work effort. No time is
allocated or assessed for shift changes, lunch/rest breaks, or any
non-hands-on preparation or securing activities.
9. The one-piece cables and the piece-by-piece forward cable tunnels
will be installed after stacking SRB subassemblies. Checkout ma- be
started after all electrical connections are mated and will not be
constrained by installation of the tunnel sections. The aft cable
tunnel will be installed on the aft booster assemblies in the build-up
area (HB4, VAB) prior to stacking.
/ •u
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10. The OMS, RCS, and APU propellant tanks will not be drained or purged
during a normal turnaround. If scheduled maintenance is slated for a
particular turnaround or if review of inflight data indicates an anomaly
necessitating propellant tank or associated line entry/component
replacement, the affected propellant tanks will be drained and purged.
11. Each facility is provided with an intercommunication system capable of
simultaneous communication from each area within the facility. An
inter-communication system is also provided for simultaneous communi-
cations between facilities to permit parallel task accomplishment and
satisfy safety requirements.
12. Continuity tests will be performed on all Shuttle pyrotechnic, devices
utilizing LPS prior to roll-out to the pad.
SAFETY
1. SRB build-up in the VAB requires that an area be cleared of personnel
not having a need for proximity to the build-up operation.
2. Handling of hypergolic modules containing residual propellants requires
clearance of 200 feet around and under the modules. All personnel
working within that radius must be in SCAPE suits..
3. Access is controlled in local areas during all crane hoisting
operations.
4. When the orbiter temperature is 113 degrees or greater, personnel
protective clothing will be required for access.
5. During ammonia servicing, no work will be performed in the aft fuselage
areas.
6. The safety verification after landing will use telemetered systems
data, pilot reports, and other data in support of a visual external
safety check.
7. Before leak-testing reassembled SSME engine joints/connections in the
gaseous heiium or hydraulic supply, the system must be proof-tested
at 1.5 times the safe operating pressure before exposing personnel to
the pressurized system.
8. When required, grounding straps will be used on identified elements
of the Shuttle during performance of selected operations, i.e., storage
processing and buildup of SRB segments, when the orbiter is in a
static condition, handling hyper pods with residuals, and the ET in
the processing cell.
A-5
9. icrsonnel are not permitted in the SSME thrust chataher bell with
the throat plug installed when pressures to the throaL plug are
above throat plug leak-check pressure.
10. SSME systems that are pressurized above the maximum design operating
pressure require the immediate area to be cleared of all personnel.
Personnel must be at a safe distance or behind protective barricades
to preclude any hazard.
11. The only planned OMS/RCS system activity during safing operations for
a normal turnaround is to vent propellant system pressure to riot more
than 33 percent design burst and to drain/purge engine manifolds and
crossfeed/transfer lines.
LANDING
1. Maintenance recorder data dump (data accomplished since last on-orbit
data dump) will be performed in the landing area and/or while the
vehicle is under tow. The data dump will be performed via RF air
link.
2. The flight crew will safe the vehicle from the cockpit prior to
ground crew exchanje. Nonessential subsystems are powered down by
flight crew.
3. Access is required for:
Crew ingress/egress hatch.
Nose wheel well.
Aft umbilicals, right hand and left hand.
Main gear wheel wells.
4. All support equipment is standing by and capable of approaching the
orbiter and being in position for hookup within five minutes of roll-
out.
5. Orbiter nose gear torque links must be disconnected prior to tow.
6. For a nominal mission, no pressurants will be vented and no fluids
will be drained in the landing area with the exception of NH3.
7. MPS He tanks will have been bled off in orbit to personnel safe level,
and the MPS propellant ducting will be inerted with He to a blanket
pressure of less than 20 psig prior to reentry.
8. The flight crew postlar ►ding checklist will include rotation of the
aft body flap to the horizontal position and retraction of the air
data sensors.
9. ECLSS and PV&D GSE positioning and connection will not be held up
for completion of the ongoing safety inspections. Ground crews per-
forming these tasks will wear appropriate protective clothing and
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OPF (Saf ing 'basks)
	1.	 MPS preliminary internal drying will be performed using i • eliu.m and
GN2
 supplied through the aft umbilicals from the OPF facilities.
	
2.	 The orbiter is jacked and leveled for stability to support removal
of APS and RCS modules and the payload.
	
3.	 All pressure vessels will be vented to a pressure not more than (70111
Safety Guidelines for Technical Operating Procedure SD77-SK-0015):
a. 25 percent design burst pressure for hazardous propellant
systems.
b. In accordance with the Fracture Control Plan for nonhazardous
systems.
	
4.	 Fuel cells will be operated (to preclude cryogenic tank venting) urti
the PRSD system is configured for detanking or T-0 venting in the OPF.
a. The 'RSD will be vented within two hours after fuel cells are
shut down,
b. PRSD safing will consist of venting and inerting the system.
OPF, ORBITER (Maintenance and Checkout Tasks)
	
1.	 Functional path checkout will include:
a. Reverification of functional paths which were disrupted by
maintenance.
b. Verification of orbiter-to-payload interfaces.
C.
	
Verification of orbiter-to-hyper module interface when hyper
modules are removed from the orbiter.
d.	 Reverification of functional paths needed for the next flight
but not used or verified on the previous flight.
e,	 Reverification of functional paths needed for the next flight
but for which down time has been excessive.
f. All active redundant FP's and all energized passively redundant
FP's will be reverified if necessary to assure that the vehicle
is safe to launch or safe for ta;:eoff.
	
2.	 TPS refurbishment activities and equipment requirements are compatible
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3. The one manipulator arm must be rotated outboard automatically and
the rendezvous radar deployed frocu the cockpit aftc-r the payload bay
doors are opened (serial operations), before the payload removal/
installation. This operation does not require use of assist GSE for
the 1-g environment.
4. Pyrotechnic installation and checkout tasks will be performed in
parallel, using multiple teams.
S.	 Scheduled visual external and internal inspections commence after
safing as soon as access to each zone area is made available.
b.	 The OPF bays are constructed such that hazardous operations in one
bay do not impact operations in the other bay.
7. Scheduled maintenance tasks are preidentified for the turnaround and
include scheduled LRU replacements and nonhazardous subsystems
servicing.
8. All reverification testing will be completed within 10 hours after
completion of maintenance.
4. All stowage will be accomplished while the orbiter is in the OPF.
10. Lifting beams (handling GSE) will be installed on the orbiter in
the OPF.
11. Protective cover installations will be completed in the OPF (i.e., RCS,
MPS). Protective GSE covers will be installed on aft body MPS ducting
as soon as access is gained to the compartment to preclude duct damage
from personnel traffic.
12. Unscheduled maintenance task from inflight recorders, pilot's log, or
related sources are identified within eight hours after starting the
unscheduled maintenance period.
OPF, SSME (Maintenance and Checkoti` Tasks)
1. Routine maintenance will be conducted on each flight. Additionally, a
requirement exists for each engine to receive an internal inspection
and an internal leak test at 12-flight intervals. The inspection and
leak tests will be conducted during separate turnaround to optimize
turnaround time.
2. Periodic internal leak tests aie based on the total-system leak-test
approach. The time assigned for periodic internal leak tests assumes
a success path based on results of combined leakage measurements. The
timelines do not include isolation to the individual components. If
combined leakages exceed the maximum allowed, component isolation
will be performed during unscheduled maintenance,
A-8
3. No separate joint hydraulic leak tests are identified in the t1me1:,«•5•-
it. is assumed that this requirement is satisfied b y the visual external
inspection after the hydraulic system has beer_ pressurized/exercised.
4. Vehicle pressurization requirements are introduced to the engine from
the vehicle flight systems through engine-to-vehicle interfaces.
5. Duct cover removal and final inspection during the prep for rollout
operation assumes no further personnel entry into the vehicle thrust
section after final inspection.
VAB, ORBITER
1.	 To retract the landing gear in the VAB transfer aisle, orbiter hydraul-.
power is required, necessitating the following GSE:
a. Facility electrical power.
b. GSE cabin access and door SO-1 access.
C.	 GSE hydraulics.
d. GSE jacks.
e. GSE aft fuselage access.
f. Auxiliary GSE to operate hydraulic isolation valve and verify
gear operation.
2.	 GSE erection fixtures are attached to the crane power to orbiter
arrival in transfer aisle.
3.	 VAB high bay access equipment will be designed not to require temporary
installations such as scaffolding to perform normal work.
4.	 Pyrotechnic installation and checkout tasks can be performed in
parallel utilizing multiple teams.
5. Orbiter midbody umbilical will not be mated in the VAB.
VAB, SRB
1.	 Sufficient access will be provided in the aft skirt to remove and
replace a defective LRU in the thrust vector control subsystem after
the SRB's are stacked on the MLP, except that the nozzle extension
must be removed prior to removal and replacement of a TVC actuator.
A-9
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2. Access will be provided in the VAB to ET/SRB attach points, for aft
struts, support equipment, and torque requirements.
3. SRB igniter safe-and-arm mechanical lock pins will be removed in the
VAB.
VAB, ET
1. ET subsystem tests can be performed using the LPS.
2. The ET processing station will provide 100 percent access to ET areas
using fixed or movable platforms.
3. No serial TPS refurbishment is factored into the flow.
4. ET ship-loose items can be installed within eight hours (serial).
S. No modification will be accomplished on the ET involved in the turn-
around flow.
6. The ET will be under blanket pressure during rollout.
7. The ET destruct system will be installed prior to rollout from the
VAB,
LAUNCH PAD
1. Pressurant/propellant/reactant loading and pressurization of fuel cell
reactants require the launch pad to be clear of all personnel.
2. The flight crew will leave the launch pad barricade when MPS/ET
propellant "fast fill" has been terminated.
3. The flight crew ingress and vehicle closeout will require the assistance
of a ground crew. The ground crew must complete their closeout task
and egress to a safe area prior to APU startup.
4. GSE supplied PV&D air will be supplied to the orbiter umbilical inter-
faces during rollout and during the dwell time at the pad. The PV&D
ground system will be switched to a GN 2 source prior to the start of
ET propellant loading.
S. Hazardous activities are grouped to minimize the pad-clear elapsed
time; pad-clear time is serial when it occurs.
6. On the launch pad, the following access to the SSV will be provided:
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C.	 Side access door ( 50-1) (contingency).
d. Forward RCS (includes propellant and helium service points)
(21-19) and 21-20).
e. APS pods ( includes propellant and helium Kervice points and
nozzles ( 59-1, 59-2, 59-23, and 59-24)).
f. APU tank propellant and helium service points (56-1, 56-2)
(contingency).
g. Midbody umbilical (45).
h. Aft umbilicals (54 and 55).
i. SRB TVC N2H4/GHe service points.
J.	 Mid-fuselage maintenance access door (44).
k.	 Payload bay (contingency).
1.	 Payload ( contingency).
M.	 Accessible orbiter pyrotechnic installations (contingency).
n. Right and left SRB fwd skirt ( contingency).
o. ET intertank umbilical plate and access door.
p. Payload umbilical for payload storable propellants.
7.	 A hatch seal integrity and cabin pressure integrity check will be
performed following final hatch closeout.
A-11/12
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APPENDIX B
LEVEL II TIMELINE ALLOCATION
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
PART 1
	 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION BASELINED IN THE OPF
PART 2	 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION BASELINED ON THE LAUNCH PAD
(DESCRIBING ONLY THOSE DIFFERENCES FROM THE
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTED IN PART I)
PART 3	 SRB/SRM REUSE TURNAROUND (RETRIEVAL,
DISASSEMBLY, REFURBISHMENT)
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APPENDIX B
LEVEL II TIMELINE ALLOCATIONS
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
PART 1 PAYLOAD INSTALLATION BASELINED IN THE OPF
B-1 LANDING AREA - ORBITER. This task starts when the orbiter rolls
to a stop after an ng and ends when the orbiter is ready to be
towed to the OPF. This function includes but is not limited to
the following:
a. Crew exchange.
b. Connecting tow equipment.
C.	 Connecting and activating support equipment (e.g., electrical
power source, ECLSS coolant, PUD air source, communications,
etc.) .
B-2	 ORBITER PROCESSibr, FAC11ITY. This task starts with towing the
or tPr rani '.:.n4 ti r^^^ strip to the OPF and ends when the orbiter
is ready to by towed from the OPF to the VAB for mating. This
function includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Towing from the landing strip to the OPF.
b. Safing and deservicing.
C.	 Payload removal (as required).
d. Maintenance and TPS refurbishment.
e. Flight kit removal and installation.
f. Preparing and inspecting payload bay.
g. System reverification as required and OIT preparations.
h. Payload installation.
i. Orbiter integrated test.
j. Preparations for stacking.
B-2.1	 Safing and Deservicin . This function starts after the orbiter
has arrived in the OPF and ends when the area is opened for
general access. It includes but is not limited to the following;
a.	 Safel.; inspection.
B-2
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Transfer to facility services, and jack and level the orbiter.
Install and position access to hypergolic, cryoVenic, and APU
servicing panels. Connect SE to FRCS module, APS pods, APU
servicing ports, and the T-0 and midbody umbilicals.
Purge and dry the
Vent RCS/ONS propellant and pressurance tanks, PRSD tanks,
02/N (ECLSS) tanks, and APU systems. Purge OMS and RCS
manifolds and crossfeeds. Drain cryogens and leave blanket
pressure in PRSD tanks. Service APU systems and pressurize
O2 and N2 (ECLSS) tanks for flight.
Payload Removal Pre arations. This function begins with access
platforms positioned and local clear restrictions not in effect.
This function includes but is not limited to the following:
Gaining access to payload bay door attach points and
door-opening SE.
Opening doors to maintenance position.
fixture and removing SE.
Payload Removal. This task starts after the payload bay doors.
have been opened and all access equipment has been installed and
ends when the down payload has been lifted from thr orbiter and
placed on its SE transporter. This function includes but is not
limited to the following:
Installing and removing payload-lifting SE.
Lifting the payload from the orbiter onto its SE transporter.
,his will not include any payload preparations beyond the
point of releasing the crane after lifting operations.
SSME Maintenance. This function is performed concurrently with
equiva ent tas s for the orbiter. This function includes but is






Scheduled servicing (if required).
Turnaround torque test
These do not include any SSME checkout and
servicing that can be best performed during
orbiter or Shuttle level checkout or launch
preparations.
Orbiter Scheduled Maintenance. This function begins after
payload removal and is performed concurrently with SSME scheduled
maintenance. This function includes but is not limited to:
limited-life
b. Scheduled inspections and functional verifications.
C. Scheduled servicing.
NOTE:	 These items do not include any orbiter checkout
and servicing. This cau be best performed during
the orbiter integrated test or Shuttle level check-
out or launch preparations.
Br-2.6	 Gain Payload Bay Access. This function begins as soon as the
payload has been removed from the cargo bay. This function includes
but is not limited to the following:
a. Installing payload bay access SE above the liner.
b. Connecting support SE to access equipment.
B-2.7	 Flighc Kit Removal. This function begins after payload removal
and is performet concurrently with orbiter and SSME scheduled
maintenance. This function includes but is not limited to:
a. Verification of installation of payload bay platforms
sufficient to provide access.
b. Removal of PSS and MSS modules uhen required.
b. Removal of flight kite from orbiter,
B-2.8 Flight Kit Installation. This function begins after completion
of flight kit removal (from previous mission) and is performed
concurrently with orbiter and SSME scheduled maintenance. This
function includes but is not limited to:
a. Installing PSS and MSS modules.
b. Installing flight kits in orbiter.
C. Removing payload bay platforms not raquired for ensuing
payload bay activities.
B-2.9	 Payload Bay Preparation. This function begins as soon as the
flight kits have been installed and maintenance activities inside
the payload bay have been completed. This function includes but
is not limited to the following:
a. Cleaning and inspecting payload bay liner, bulkhead, doors,
and radiator covers.
b. Preparing orbiter interf-ace for payload installation.




B-2.10	 Payload Installation and Verification. This function is performed
prior to the start of the orbiter integrated checkout. It begins
with crane-lifting the payload from its SE transporter into the
orbiter and ends with the final closing of the payload bay doors
prior to transfer of the orbiter from the OPF to the VAB. This
function includes but is not limited to the following.
a. Maintaining payload and payload bay cleanliness levels.
b. Payload/orbiter interface verification by inspection, leak
check, or functional operations, as.appropriate. However,
functional interfaces which can be more efficiently verified
during the OIT should not be verified during this period.
	B-2.11	 Orbiter Integrated Preparations and Test. These functions begin
after completing maintenance, systems reverification, and orbiter/
payload (when installed) interface connections are complete. These
functions include but are not limited to the following:
a. Configuring access platforms and SE.
b. Applying electrical power, instrumentation, and LPS and
verifying SE/orbiter subsystem interfaces.
C. Orbiter-to-payload interface tests (when installed).
d. Functional path verification for orbiter systems, flight
control system, performance test, and SSME flight readiness
verification.
e. b'13 servicing.
8-2.12 Orbiter Preparations for Stacking. This function begins after
OIT is complete. This function includes but is not limited to
the following:
a. Orbiter pyrotechnic installation and verification.
b. Removal of all remaining internal access SE (mid- and aft-
fuselage).
C. Orbiter closeout aid cabin stowage.
d. Installing erectijn fixtures.
e. Lowering orbiter and preparing for towing to the VAB.
B-5
B-3	 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING. These functions start with transfer-
ring and stacking SRF assemblies and end with the Shuttle vehicle
on the MLP . prepared for rollout to the pad. These function will
include but not be limited to the following:
a. Aft booster buildup and SRM offload.
b. SRB stacking and alignment.
c. ET transfer aisle operations.
d. ET checkout cell operations.
e. ET mate to SRB and verify interfaces.
f. Tow the orbiter from the OPF to the VAB.
g. Orbiter premate operations.
h. Erect the orbiter and mate to the ET.
i. Shuttle interface test.
j. Shuttle ordnance installation and electrical connection.
k. Preparations for roll out.
NOTE: The 39-hour allocation for this function applies
only to items d through i. Separate allocations
have been established for items a, b, and c.
B-3.1
	
Aft Booster Buildup and SRM Offload. This function starts with
t e arrival of the aft  skirts from the RSF and concludes with
the loading of two spent segment cases. These functions will
include but not be limited to the following:
a. Install left and right aft skirt in stand.
b. Mate aft segments to aft skirts.
C.	 Install aft assy stiffener rings and ETA rings.
d. Install nozzle extensions.
e. Install booster instrumentation cables.
f. Perform instrumentation cable continuity checks.
g. Install cable tray covers.
h. Install ETA struts.
i. Install heat shields.
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j. Prep for stacking.
k. Offload solid fuel segments.
1.	 Ship spent segment cases.
B-3.2	 SRB Stacking and Reagy for ET Mate. This function begins with
transferring the first SRB subassembly from the buildup area
to the integration cell and attaching it to the MLP and ends
with the SRB assemblies ready for SRB/ ET mate. These functions
will include but will not be limited to the following:
a. Transferrin the SRB subassemblies from the buildup area
(High Bay 4^ and refurbishment subassembly facility (West
Low Bay) and stacking each assembly to form a complete SRB.
b. Alignment checks, including any required adjustments.
C.	 Installation and preparation of ET mating interfaces on
the SRB.
d. SRB intra-element interface verification.
e. Servicing of any SRB subsystems as required to support
the Shuttle interface test to be performed after mating
of the ET and the orbiter.
B-3.3	 ET Transfer Aisle Operations. This function begins with the
arr vTo^t^e- T at KSC and ends with lifting  the ET to the ET
checkout cell. These functions include but are not limited to:
a. ET offload preparations.
b. Move ET to transfer aisle.
C.	 Install lifting slings.
d. Disconnect ET from the transporter.
e. Rotate ET to vertical.
f. Lift and position ET above the checkout cell. 	 I
B-3.4	 ET Checkout Cell Operations. This function starts with ET insertion
into the ET checkout  cell and ends with transfer of the ET into
the integration cell for mate with the SRB. This function will
include but not be limited to the following:
a. ET mate to ET checkout cell.
b. Installation of ship loose items.
C.	 Mechanical functional tests.
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d. Electrical/Instrumentation tests.
e. Pressurization of LOX, LH2 2tanks.
f. Purge/Leak checks.
g. TPS installation.
h. Install RSS ordnance..
i. Install cable tray covers and fairings.
j. Prep for transfer to integration cell.
B-3.5	 ET Mate to SRB, Verification of Interface. This function begins
with the crane Tift of the ET from its storage facility in the
bay opposite the Shuttle integration cell and ends when the ET is
mated to the SRB and is ready for the Orbiter to be mated. This
function will include but will not be limited to the following:
a. Crane-lift of the ET from the checkout facility into the
Shuttle integration cell.
b. Mechanical mating of the ET/SRB separation interfaces. This
will include installation of ordnance devices (if any) which
are integral to the mating process.
c.	 Connecting and verifying ET-to-SRB and ET-to-VAB interfaces.
d.	 Removing and positioning VAB integration cell access plat-
forms as required to allow crane-lifting the Orbiter into
its mating position.
B-3.6	 Orbiter Premate Operations. This function begins with towing
the Orbiter from the OPF to the VAB and ends when the Orbiter
is ready to be lifted from the transfer aisle into the integration
cell. This function will include but not be limited to the
following:
a. Towing the Orbiter from the OPF to the VAB.
b. Connecting SE lifting slings.
C.	 Retracting the Orbiter landing gear.
d.	 Rotating the Orbiter to vertical.
e.	 Removing SE aft lifting sling.
B-3.7	 Orbiter Mate to ET. This function begins with lifting the
Orbiter from the transfer aisle into the integration cell • . It
ends at the point where the Shuttle vehicle is ready for electrical
power application. This function includes but is not limited
to the following:
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a. Lifting the Orbiter into the integration cell.
b. Mechanical mating the Orbiter to the ET.
C.	 Removing the Orbiter-handling SE.
d. Connecting the Orbiter-to-ET and Orbiter-to-MLP umbilical
interfaces.
e. Verifying interfaces connected under item d above to the
extent practical without the application of electrical
power.
B-3.8	 Shuttle Integrated Operation. This function begins with
Interface Test preparations and ends with the SSV/MLP ready
for rollout. The function includes but is not limited to
the following:
a. Shuttle Interface Test.
b. Installing and connecting all remaining Shuttle ordnance.
C.	 Preparations for rollout.
d. Making Shuttle ordnance connections.
B-4	 LAUNCH PAD. This function starts when the Shuttle vehicle is
ready for rollout from the VAB and ends with launch. This
function does not include opening the orbiter payload bay
doors but does include but is not limited to the following:
a. Rollout to the pad.
b. Connect !nd verify pad interfaces.
C.	 Nositioning the RSS to the orbiter.
d. Servicing preparations.




i. Retracting the RSS.
j. Main propellant loading.
k. Launch from standby.
r^
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B-4.1	 Rollout to the Pad. This function starts with first motion of
the crawler/transporter after the VAB doors have been opened
and all VAB platforms have been retracted. It ends when the
MLP is hard down on the launch pad mounts. It includes but is
not limited to the following:
a. Transferring the MLP and SSV to the lauunch pad.
b. Maintaining the air conditioning purge to the payload
bay.
Justification: Greater clarification.
B-4.2	 Connect and Verif Pad Interfaces. This function starts after
the	 is hard down on the aunch pad mounts. It ends when
alb pad-to-MLP and pad-to-SSV interfaces have been connected,
excluding the servicing interfaces defined in 4.4. It includes
but is not limited to the following:
a.	 Switch scanning and applying facility power.
b.	 Decking and self-testing launch critical functions and
RF "open loop."
c.	 Verifying orbiter and pad interface of the mid-body
umbilical payload-unique electrical functions.
NOTE:	 Functions a and c will not include interface verifica-
tions that can best be performed as part of the
launch readiness verification test.
B-4.3	 Position the RSS to the Orbiter. This function starts after
the MLP is hard down on the aunch pad mounts. It ends when
the RSS is in place around the orbiter and has been configured
to support servicing preparations and opening the payload bay
doors. It includes but is not limited by the following:
a. Rotating the RSS from the park position to the orbiter.
b. Interfacing the RSS seal with the orbiter.
C.	 Initiating RSS utility services.
d.	 Opening RSS-to-orbiter doors.
e.	 Deploying RSS access devices.
B-4.4	 Servicing Preparations. This function starts when orbiter
access is available for the RSS. It ends with subsystems
servicing. It includes but is not limited to the following:
a.	 Installation of mid-body umbilicals and other interfaces
required for PRSD cryogens loading.
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b.	 Installing SRB APU service lines and carrier plates.
C.	 Positioning and installing FRCS module/APS pod servicing
equipment.
d. All nonhazardous preparations for hypergolic servicing.
e. N2 and 02 servicing preparations.
f. Payload servicing preparations as required.
B-4.5	 Shuttle Launch Readiness Verification. This function begins
w th the SSV ready to support power-up operations. This
function includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Switch scanning and applying facility power.
b. Checking and self-testing launch critical functions and
RF "open loop."
C.	 Verifying orbiter and pad interface of the midbody umbilical
payload unique electrical functions.
d. SSV flight control check (less hydraulics) including the
SRB.
e. SSV launch readiness status check.
B-4.6	 Cabin Cl oseout. This function begins with the completion of
aj unch readiness verification and includes but is not limited
to the following:
a. Configuring cabin switches for remote servicing.
b. Loading and verifying orbiter software.
C.	 Installing U OH containers in the CO2 control assembly.
d. Contingency stowage and closeout inspection.
e. Egressing the ground crew and temporarily closing the
hatch.
B-4.1	 Hazardous Servicing. This function begins with the pad clear
of pers nnel and the SSV/SE configured for remote servicing.
This function will include but is not limited to the following:
a. PRSD loading and fuel cell activation.
b. External tank conditioning with GN2/GHe.
C.	 Payload servicing as required.
d.	 Servicing FRCS/APS system with hypergolic fluids and He.
B-11




Servicing Disconnect. This function shall commence at the end of
hazardous servicing and includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Opening pad to limited crew.
b. Disconnecting all hazardous service lines and installing
flight caps and TPS.
C.	 Removing servicing SE.
d. Retracting PCP, and clearing the pad.
B-4.9	 Retracting the RSS
B-4.10	 Main Propellant Loading. This function is performed concurrently




Launch from Standby. The T-2 hour countdown begins with main
prope ant loading and ends with liftoff. This function
includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Flight crew and passenger ingress.
b. Electrical power transfers and APU startup.








INSTALLATION BASELINED ON THE LAUNCH PAD
B-1 LANDING AREA, ORBITER.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2 ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY.	 Same as Part 2, except Item g,
Payload Installation.
B-2.1 Safing and Deservicing. 	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.2 Payload Removal Preparations.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.3 Payload Removal.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.4 SSME Maintenance.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.5 Orbiter Scheduled Maintenance.
	
Same as Part 1.
B-2.6 Gain Payload Bay Access.	 Same as Part-1.
B-2.7 Flight Kit Removal.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.8 Flight Kit Installation.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.9 Payload Bay Preparation.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.10 Payload Installation and 'verification. 	 DELETE
B-2.11 Orbiter Integrated Test.	 Same as Part 1.
B-2.12 Orbiter Preparations for Stacking. 	 Same as Part 1.
B-3 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING.	 Same as Part 1.
B-3.1 SRB Stacking and %.	 y for ET Mate.	 Same as Part 1.
B-3.2 ET Mate to SRB, Verification of Interface.	 Same as Part 1.
B-3.3 Orbiter Premate Operations.	 Same as Part 1.
B-3.4 Orbiter Mate to ET. 	 Same as Part 1.
B-3.5 Shuttle Integrated Operation. 	 Same as Part 1.
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L
iB-4.0	 LAUNCH PAD. Same as Part 1, with the following additions:
a. Payload installation in RSS.
b. Payload bay door operations.
c. Payload installation and launch readiness verification.
B-4.1 Pa load Installation in RSS.	 This function incluAps but is not
limited to the following:
a. Mating payload canister to RSS.
b. Payload translat: ,Dn
 from canister to RSS.
C. Removing payload canister from RSS and launch pad.
B-4.2 Launch Pad Operations. 	 Same as Part 1, paragraph 4.1, with the
foTlowing addition:	 "h.	 Payload bay door operations."
B-4.3 Shuttle Launch Readiness Verification.
	 Same as Part 1, paragraph
-.
B-4.4 Pa load Bay Door Operations. 	 This function begins after the RSS/
orbiter sea	 as been in
	 ated.	 This function includes but is
not limited to the following:
a. Payload bay door SE installation.
b,	 Opening payload bay doors.
c.	 Closing payload bay doors after payload installation.
d.	 Removing payload bay door SE.
B-4.5	 Payload Installation and Launch Readiness Verification. This
unction includes but is not limited to the following:
a. Extending payload into payload bay.
b. Mechanically connecting orbiter/payload interface.
C.
	 Electrically connecting orbiter/payload interface.
d.	 Making fluid connections of the orbiter/payload interface
(as required).
e.	 Orbiter/payload interface verification.
f.	 Retracting SE from payload bay.
B-4. 16	 Cabin Closeout. Same as Part 1, paragraph B-4.3.
B-4.7	 Hazardous Servicing. Same as Part 1, paragraph B-4.4.
B14
B-4.8
	 Servicing Disconnects. Same as Part 1, paragraph B-4.5.
B-4.9
	 Main Propellant Loading. Same as Part 1, paragraph B-4.6.
B-4.10







PERIODIC SIGNIFICANT SCHEDULED TASKS
OVERVIEW
The probability of achieving the allocation turnaround time of 160 hours
is nil unless the design and maintainability are improved to eliminate
the deltas between the assessment times and allocation times.
The probability of achieving the assessment turnaround time is low unless
the design and maintainability are improved to elimivate the periodic
significant scheduled tasks ASST).
Appendix Explanation
A star ( *) has been added to some of the tasks of the Level II and Level
III assessment charts, indicating that the time on the bar chart is based
on the Level II ground rule of not reflecting timelines for tasks which
occur on less than 50 percent of the turnarounds. The star (*) represents
a probable impact when the turnaround timeline is applied to a particular
mission.. Candidate PSST items are submitted to the STAG along with prelim-
inary timeline assessments. Those which impact the Level II or III assess-
ment timelines and are scheduled to occur on less than 50 percent frequency
are then included in this appendix.
The times included in. this appendix are the min'-mum assessed times for the
particular starred bar chart line with the assumption that the routine
turnaround activity can be worked in parallel. This may not always be the
case, and the times may be serial impacts depending on mission planning.
In addition to this appendix, there are other periodic scheduled tasks
which individually do not impact the bar chart time assessment and therefore
are not included. However, combinations of these nonimpacting tasks for
a particular mission could also represent impacts. Judicious mission
planning will be required to preclude this.
The PSST alpha-numeric number used in the addendum is coded as follows:
PSST Number:
	
X - N - X
1 Sequential alpha designator of a PSST
Sequential numerical designator of a starred
timeline
Alpha designator of the turnaround facility in
which the timeline occu::S, i.e.,
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KSC - Orbiter STAR 1 March 1974
KSC STAR 1 March 1974
KSC STAR 1 March 1974
Orbiter STAR 9 Feb 1976
JSC STAR 9 Feb 1976
JSC-Orbiter STAR 10 July 1976
JSC STAG 11 Oct 1976
JSC STAR 11 Dec 1976
MSFC-JSC-KSC STAR 11 Dec 1976
JSC-MSFC STAR 11 Dec 1976
JSC STAR 12 May 1977
KSC	 STAG 13 July 1977
KSC	 STAG 13 July 1977
JSC STAR 13 Aug 1977
Orbiter STAG 14 Nov 1977
KSC STAG 14 Nov 1977
JSC STAG 15 May 1978
MSFC STAG 15 May 1°78
JSC STAG 16 Oct 1978
JSC STAG 17 Feb 1979
KSC
	





Tunnel Hatch-Seal Leak Check
Spacelab . Removal b Inst' 1
PL Bay Door GSE Operations
at the Pad
Rescue Kit Base Line
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RCS Thruster Valve Leakage
LH 2 Replenish Logistics
Between Launches
A.	 TPS Refurbishment - As a result of a TPS refurbishment review,
the updated assessment of 109.5 hours is shown on the STAR
timelines. Because certain TPS refurbishment tasks require
continuous time greater than 16 hours, this assessment requires
3-shift, 24-hour day to accomplish. The assessed timeline
shows the 109.5 hour time, but indicates that it is not a
serial impact. The timeline note explains the task.
1.	 The timeline is based on the following assumptions:
a. TPS refurbishment is limited to early operations
(pre OV-105 delivery).
b. The critical path is assessed to be: ordering a
batch of 50 tile from Palmdale/LMSC that is
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identified for replacement prior to the next
launch with no spares available for this batch of
damaged tile. Each additional batch of 50 tile in
this category would increase the assessed time 17
hours.
c. Any tile identified as being damaged repetitively
would have spares available at KSC with the SIP
bonded and ready for vehicle installation When
required.
d. Replacement of tile with available spares is not
critical path and would not cause serial impact up
to four batches of 50 tile.
e. Tile damage of a minor nature can be repaired in
place with single/multimission techniques, and such
repair will not cause a serial impact to the TPS
turnaround assessment.
f. All tile ordered by part number (or cavity digitizer
data) from Palmdale or LMSC can be ordered six sides
complete and no molds/patterns required.
g. Minitile and regular tile do not have to be fit
checked (mismatch comparitor) prior to SIP bonding.
h. No PQV test will be required after bonding cure.
i. There is SE available to work i batch of 50 tile in
cure at any one time.
j. The inspection and identification of damaged tile is
complete at the start of the TPS repair/ refurbishment
period.
k. There is no "snowball effect" on rework of single/
multimission repairs from previous turaround periods.
2. The TPS refurbishment assessment is being coordinated
between the Orbiter Project Office, KSC, and Rockwell-
Downey/Palmdale/KSC.
3. The continuing refinement of techniques during the R&D
phase of the program will dictate periodic updates of
the assessed timelines.
4. Areas of concern that will affect the assessed timelines:
a.	 Palmdale/LMSC manufacturing capabilities to support
KSC operations (fabricate 50 tile in 40 hours) are
under consideration.
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b.	 Tracer pattern and minitile dicing machines to allow
KSC to fabricate "washcoat" single-mission tile for
a repair capability ' re not included in this timeline.
Washcoat tile wou ": s : ipport normal turnaround activities
and provide a col: :
 ` gency capability to replace tile
damaged late in the turnaround flog.
5.	 The current TPS timeline considers the repair and
refurbishment of HRSI and LRSI tile. There are several
other components of TPS that may affect the turnaround
timelines. The items listed are currently planned as
portions of TPS, but adequate repair/refurbishment data
is not available at this time. Such data will be
include-G in the timelines as future assessments are
niad e.
a. Flexible reusable surface insulation (FRSI).
b. Filler bar (under gaps between tile).
c. Gap fillers between tiles in high thermal/aero
loads areas.
d. Reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) and leading edge
subsystem (LESS).
e. Thermal barriers and seals.
B. Countdown - There is a requirement to perform an aided flight
crew ingress/cabin integrity check. The Level II decision
has been made to defer ET LOX service flow rate of 5,000 gpm
until required by the traffic model. Existing 6-inch facility
line limits the flow rate to 1,250 gpm. The present assessment
for terminal countdown activities is four hours.
C. Hypergolic Servicing - This task has been reassessed and
remains at 7.5 hours. The delta of 1.5 serial hours is due
to the requirement to load the OMS tanks from the opposite
OMS Pod to sweep the crossover lines initially. Both left
hand and right hand OMS are loaded prior to RCS because of
back pressure in the SE. Present safety requirements do not
allow simultaneous liquid flows (N 0 4 and MMH) through the
APS servicing panel. KSC Safety hie indicated that a staggered-
start simultaneous flow would be permissible provided that
prior experience with the serial flow established the necessary
system confidence. The 6.0-hour allocation could be realized
if simultaneous flow is performed.
D. Tunnel Hatch Seal Leak Test - During the STAG 9 meeting, the
requirement for the pressure leak test of the tunnel hatch
seal was recommended by Rockwell/Downey. The test consists
of closing the airlock adapter/tunnel pressure hatch and
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applying a differential pressure of 2 psid across the hatch.
It was recommended that the differential pressure be applied
by pressurizing the tunnel and spacelab volume. Th i s procedure,
however, results in over-pressurizing the spacelab. The
spacelab equipment was not designed to withstand pressures
greater than 14.7 psia.
During a subsequent STAG meeting (10) an alternate procedure
was proposed. The 2-psid differential pressure would be
applied by evacuating the to nrel, leaving the crew module and
the spacelab at atmospheric pressure.
At the STAG 12 meeting, JSC reported that a new hatch-seal
concept was undergoing a design review with the object of
eliminating the requirement for spacelab pressurization.
At STAG 15, ac pion was assigned to the Cargo Integration
Working Group (D. Mathews, Chairman) for resolution.
E. S acelab Removal and Installation - The Level II/III allocations
or payload removal and installat ion are three and four
hours, respectively. To provide access to the spacelab
during Orbiter Integrated Test, it was requested that the
tunnel be installed during or after OIT. Studies have indicated
that, except when a payload is installed over the tunnel or
when the airlock has been installed at 90 degrees from the
baseline configuration (parallel to the X axis), this concept
is functionally feasible. However, this concept will require
additional allocated time. The present KSC Spacelab Operational
Assessment denotes 24.5 hours to remove the spacelab and
tunnel and 63.5 hours for the installation.
F. Payload Bay Door Operations at Pad - On September 10, 1976,
Level	 CB approved the use of SE (torque tubes) to support
the payload bay door opening and closing at the launch pad.
All timelines concerning payload installation and payload
access at the launch pad, including late life-science access,
will be impacted. Latest access through the payload bay
doors will terminate at T-13.5 hours (based on a 4-hour
countdown) compared to program requirement of T-6.0 hours
(based on a 2-hour countdowm).
G. Rescue Kit Baseline - JSC was assigned an action item during the STAG
11 meeting to determine the composition of the baseline
rescue kit for inclusion in the STAR. a: 	 PSST items. The
preliminary assessment of a typical ret .cue kit was presented
at the STAG 12 meeting. The recommended philosophy and
approach are:
1.	 Eliminate the requirement for opening the payload bay doors
on the pad for rescue operations to minimize response time.
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2.	 Except as otherwise required for safety reasons, carry the
rescue equipment in the rescue vehicle.
J.	 No or minimal impact to the orb i ter baseline.
4.	 Rescue kit on orbit to be "add ons."
The preliminary typical rescue kit is composed of:
a. lip to ten seats depending on the size of the crews in the
disabled vehicle and the rescue vehicle.
b. Side hatch opening tool
C.	 Rescue transfer "can."
d. Contingency repair device.
e. Additional safety repair kit.
f. Disabled vehicle repressurization supply.
g. Rescue vehicle expendables (if required).
The rescue kit will be refined as more definitions becomes
available.
H.	 Airlock Chan eout - Missions that require any relocation of
the air oc c(from— inside the cabin to cargo bay or the
reverse) will create a significant impact to the turnaround.
Of specific importance:
The structural integrity of the cabin may not be main-
tained after removal and replacement of the manufacturing
panel. 7o perform the reinstallation without a high-
pressure cabin integrity verification accepts a risk.
Accomplishing the verification drives the airlock task
out beyond the present assessment.
?he only way to preclude a large turnaround impact to
flights 8 through 27 is to optimizz the flight kit
planning and to assign the airlock inside the cabin for
all flights.	 Present design is t,; place th- --irlock
inside the cabin on all orbiters. 4 design crnange would
be required to permit EVA on a spece, c-.b flight which
requires simultaneous shirt sleeve access to the lab.
For those spacelab flights in C a rt,:t( . 11 12, a !mjOfication
to the ARS system is required for one airlock-inside and
the tunnel-adapter-outside configuration.
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I.	 Safing and Deservicing
I-1. APS/FRCS Pod Safing - APS/FRCS poa sating in the OPF requires
removal of 13 access panels per pod, installation of 12 scupper
sets per pod, connection of 47 lines per pod during the 14h
hours of preparation for safing/desersvic ing.
I-2. SSME Pu a and Dr - The SSME GN purge required 4 hours of
serial time during the safing/deiervicing operations. Level II
PROD #4123 was approved to eliminate the serial impact and to
perform the task in parallel with other safing/deservicing
tasks. The operation takes 16 parallel hours now but the GN
is vented outside the OPF now. -3 hours to set up the ven t., 2
12 hours for the purge and 1 hour to reconfigure after the
purge.





SSME Routine Maintenance - The SSME routine maintenance was
increased from 8 to 54 hours. The requirement was generated
when Rocketdyne experienced turbopump failures during the SSME
test program. It was learned tha c the only way to reliably
find indications of all or most pump problems was to conduct a
turbopump torque test after every turnaround. The torque test
itself consumes 13 hours, however, the SSME heat shields must
be removed prior to the test to provide access and then they
must be reinstalled and leak tested after the torque test. The
engine heat exchangers must also be leak tested using helium
and mass spectrometers.
This impact may be greatly reduced or even eliminated after two
or three flights when sufficient actual flight environment data
is available to redesign the heat shields to reduce weight and
provide a torque test access panel. Such a redesign would permit
turbopump torque tests without having to remove the heat shields.
The timelines +ere generated assuming that three mass spectro-
meters are available simultaneously so that the three heat
exhangers can be leak checked with helium in parallel. It was
also assumed that the engine compartment is leak tested by
differential pressure flow rather than by individually testing
each heat shield with the baggy concept.
J-1. SSME Heat Shield Installation/Removal - Flows that require
access to any of the main engines for LRU replacement could be
impacted by the removal and installation of heat shield assemblies.
The removal of any engine heat shield has been assessed as a
6.5-hour task with present design. The time required to reinstall
the ht-at shield was assessed as 11.3 hours. This is a reduction
in time due to recent enhanc event mods to the dome mounted heat
shield.
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K.	 Flight Kits - Present flight kit Cesigns indicate a shift away
from the ` kit" concept of easy,	 installatior, ! reloval. As
an example, one of the PRSD cryo tan gy ki' ccnfiguration options
requires a number of braze:: fittings. This trend, if continued,
will res+iit in an increase in time and manpower and will signifi-
cantly impact the turnaround.
L.	 Vertical Flight Kit Installation - Currently, there is a Level
IT requirement for horizontal and vertical installation of
flight kits. Although a requirement exists -.o have the capability
to change out a payload at the pad, no G4 L exist, to raau *e or
install flight kits at the pad.
M.	 Integrated Testi g Philosophy - The question aros o during the
STAG 13 meeting as tr, chat i s the proper test philoso phy of
major integrated tests, i.e., GIT, Sri, Launch Readiness
Verification, and Countdown.
KSC SP GPN presented testing philosoph y at the STAG 1^ :ri)-eer'ng.
Previous flight data analysis wi l i serve as prime verii ication
of subsystems. The tests wi 1 l 3l so demonstrate compatibility
and verification for flight readiness for:
1. Systems interface,




b.	 Flight crew interface.
7. Launch support.
8. Launch team training.
9. Countdown OM i .
10. Launch commit criteria.
The action is open pending furt^er detenri ire. ti,in by KSC SP-OPN
of the intent of these tests as inc icated in Vci ui-re X.
N.	 Hcrizontal Fl iglrt K;*_ instal aation - The 1 ' ig^-:t ki	 Ca6le
installation esinr, corcepts have i°en recently changed to
facilitate handlin g operations. First,	 interface for cabl=e
installations for all missions, except the weight-critical assign-




acc anplish this change, a standard set of cables will be
installed from the X0 576 bulkhead interface to the X0603
location. This will provide a connection point at the new
interface that will be adaptable for most mixed payload require-
ments.
Second, the cable tray frem X0 603 to the Xo1307 bulkhead is
being modified to permit reconfiguring of flight kit cables in
the flight vehicle. This change permits other operational
considerations, such as the cable foldback (vi loopback)
technique, that will enhance reconfiguring operations.
0.	 Elevon Cove Seal Verificaticn - ThE uriginal concept proposed
for verifying the primary and secondary elevon cove seals was
identified as a significant ground turnaround problem.
Rockwell SD presented a revised concept at a TSR held on 19
January 1978. The revised checkout concept is greatly simpli-
fied and requires only two go/no-go fl aw measurements per
elevon. It is estimated that six `ours per wing will be
required for this checkout, assuming a "go" condition for each
measurement. This estimate includes time for opening/closing
the no. 4 and no. 12 flipper dohs and connection/removal of
GSE. Rockwell SO is proceeding with the design to support
this checkout concept %hich wes agreed upon during the 19
January 1978 TSR.
P. Hydraulic Lifters in the OPF - Because of cost and potential
interference, hydraulic lifts were not planned for installation
in the OPF to position the orbiter. instead, floor jacks will
be used. Mr. John, Fraley, KSC-VE, presented to the STAG 14
meeting a concept for installing and using the hydraulic
sifts.	 He was given an action item to determine the time
savings to the turnaround to be gained by installing and using
the lifts. Mr. Fraley has determined that a 4 hour 40 minute
time savings could be realized if the lifters were used in
place of the jacks. An Engineering Support Request wes submitted
on June 20, and PRC is presently doing a cost analysis for
design and fabrication of the OPF hydraulic lifters.
Q. APU Not Fire - During the STAG 1S meeting, KSC-VE was requested
to present a briefing on the problems being confronted by the
requirement to replace the APU after 20 hours of operation,
followed by a hot fire in the OPF. This item is presently
being carried in Appendix C as a ?SST item.
R. SRB TPS - The current SRB closeout- operations reflect 17.5
hours to install, cure, and inspect the ,saint seal betvmen
each SRM segrient due to the baselined epoxy bonded EPDM seal
band. However, the baseline was ciianaed during the CDR of the
SRB/SRM Joint Protector Band at MSFC on "'anuary 4-5, 1979 when
MSFC and Thiokol agreed that Conoco H02 grease will provide
adequate protection from salt corosion to the SR8/ SRM fuel
points. SRB closeout operations will L,e updated and SRB/SRM
disassembly operations will be reassessed to reflect this
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SHUTTLE TURNAROUND ANALYSIS GROUP MEMBERS










































R. Taylor Rocketdyne ROC-91 823-9083
V. Wheelock Rocketdyne 055-CA40 984-2254
J. Green MSFC/SSME SA-52 872-3052
W. Willey KSC VE-FSD-11 823-3700
ET
T. Levann KSC VT-VPD-1 823-7401
T. Marsh KSC SP-FGS 823-4925
M. Goodking MMC MMC-1 823-7074
J. Newton MSFC SA32 872-3656
SRB
W. Dickinson KSC SP-FGS 823-3123
J. Kelley KSC VT-VPD-1 823-7401
J. Rowell MSFC EE-11 872-2730
V. Caruso MSFC SK 872-4521
C. Mitchell MSFC SA-42 872-3659
r. Wolf USBI SO-2 823-7720
F-2
SHUTTLE TURNAROUND ANALYSIS GROUP MEMBERS
NAME	 FUNCTION ORG.	 MAIL CODE	 TELEPHONE NO. (FTS)
AIR FORCE
Maj. J. Goodwin DOD SAMSO/LVRO 793-1590
Capt. J.	 F. Sanks DoD SAMSO/LVVE 793-1590
Maj. A. Burr DoD SP-AF-2 823-7407
Maj. C. Etrick DOD SP-AF-1 823-3595
KSC FACILITIES/GSE
E.	 Kicklighter KSC TS-091 823-7456
R.	 Tharpe KSC TS-OSM 823-7551
T.	 Ragan KSC DF-SPE 823-2665
J.	 Talone, Jr. KSC VT-SMD 823-8661
NASA HEADQUARTERS
0.	 Bung ardner Hqtrs MHS-7 755-3173
R.	 lieuser Hqtrs MOI-6 755-2354
PAYLOADS
S.	 Cristofano KSC-IUS SP-PAY-T 823-3183
T.	 Keenan KSC SP-PAY-SL 823-3647
P.	 Kolasky KSC SP-PAY-SL 823-3647
E.	 Popovich KSC SP-PAY 823-3183
J.	 Fitzsinmons KSC VT-VPD-2 823-4062
G.	 Powers KSC VT-VPD-2 823-7862
L.	 Lawson fiSFC-Payloads JA41 872-2375
F-3
